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Section 6 – Ad Valorem Special Assessments
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Section 7 – Quiz
CHAPTER 13
QUIZ

1.

Special assessments are used only in the United States. Page 1
True

2.

Special assessments appeared as early as 1691. Page 1
True

3.

False

The streets of Detroit were originally paved through special assessments. Page 2
True

4.

False

False

In townships a special assessment project can take place with no input from the
taxpayers of the township. Page 3
True

5.

False

When public hearings are held, notice of the hearings must be given to all of the
taxpayers of a city or township. Page 3
True

6.

False

In villages and cities a special assessment district is adopted by council resolution.
Page 4
True

7.

False

If a member of the council or a relative of a council member wants to do the work for a
special assessment project, s/he has first chance before bids are “let-out” for the work.
Page 4
True

8.

False

A hearing is scheduled to hear objections regarding whether or not a property was
accurately assessed in relation to the benefits received. Page 5
True

9.

False

The council or board may order the assessing officer to revise a special assessment roll
with regard to the method of spreading the special assessment cost. Page 5
True
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10.

Appeals of special assessments are taken directly to the Michigan Tax Tribunal; there is
no local appeal process. Page 5
True

11.

False

The example of a special assessment for maintenance of municipal parking lots takes
into consideration the distance each building is from a parking lot. Page 21
True

12.

A 10-day notice is required before each special assessment public hearing. Page 22
True

13.

False

False

A proposed special assessment roll is made available in the assessor’s office for public
inspection prior to the council meeting to adopt the special assessment roll. Page 22
True

14.

Special assessments are a tax. Page 39
True

15.

False

False

Since 1996, special assessments are levied on taxable value rather than state equalized
value. Page 39
True

16.

False

Unit-wide special assessments are not permitted, because if a project is unit-wide it
constitutes a tax, not a special assessment project. Pages 40-41
True

17.

False

Special assessments are levied upon real and tangible personal property, not otherwise
exempt from taxation. Page 40
True

18.

False

A specific characteristic of general property taxes is that they are levied throughout an
entire unit of local government. Page 40
True

19.

False

A specific characteristic of traditional special assessments is that they are levied only
within a special assessment district comprised of land and premises especially benefited
by the public improvement being financed. Page 40
True

20.

False

Statutes which authorize special assessments specify a maximum rate that may be
imposed and the duration of the levy. Page 42
True
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21.

Property that is exempt from property tax is also exempt from special assessments.
Page 40
True
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CHAPTER 13
QUIZ – ANSWERS

1.

Special assessments are used only in the United States. Page 1
False

2.

Special assessments appeared as early as 1691. Page 1
True

3.

The streets of Detroit were originally paved through special assessments. Page 2
True

4.

In townships a special assessment project can take place with no input from the
taxpayers of the township. Page 3
False

5.

When public hearings are held, notice of the hearings must be given to all of the
taxpayers of a city or township. Page 3
False – Only to the owners and interested parties of properties to be assessed.

6.

In villages and cities a special assessment district is adopted by council resolution.
Page 4
True

7.

If a member of the council or a relative of a council member wants to do the work for a
special assessment project, s/he has first chance before bids are “let-out” for the work.
Page 4
False – If the township, village or city wants to do the work, it may; if it does not want to
do the work itself, construction bids are “let-out.”

8.

A hearing is scheduled to hear objections regarding whether or not a property was
accurately assessed in relation to the benefits received. Page 5
True

9.

The council or board may order the assessing officer to revise a special assessment roll
with regard to the method of spreading the special assessment cost. Page 5
True
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10.

Appeals of special assessments are taken directly to the Michigan Tax Tribunal; there is
no local appeal process. Page 5
False – Special assessments are appealed to the township board or the city council.
Appellants whose appeal is denied by the township board or city council may appeal in
writing to the Michigan Tax Tribunal within 30 days of confirmation of the special
assessment roll.

11.

The example of a special assessment for maintenance of municipal parking lots takes
into consideration the distance each building is from a parking lot. Page 21
True

12.

A 10-day notice is required before each special assessment public hearing. Page 22
False – A 15-day notice is required before each special assessment public hearing.

13.

A proposed special assessment roll is made available in the assessor’s office for public
inspection prior to the council meeting to adopt the special assessment roll. Page 22
False – The special assessment roll is made available in the clerk’s office for public
inspection.

14.

Special assessments are a tax. Page 39
False – The Supreme Court found that although a special assessment resembles a tax, a
special assessment is not a tax. A special assessment is imposed to defray the costs of a
specific local improvement rather than to raise revenue for general governmental
purposes.

15.

Since 1996, special assessments are levied on taxable value rather than state equalized
value. Page 39
False – Special assessments are levied on state equalized value, not taxable value.

16.

Unit-wide special assessments are not permitted, because if a project is unit-wide it
constitutes a tax, not a special assessment project. Pages 40-41
False – For the 1995 tax year the State Tax Commission revealed 147 unit-wide ad
valorem special assessment districts.

17.

Special assessments are levied upon real and tangible personal property, not otherwise
exempt from taxation. Page 40
False – Special assessments are levied only upon land and premises. Real property
which is exempt from taxation is not exempt from special assessments.
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18.

A specific characteristic of general property taxes is that they are levied throughout an
entire unit of local government. Page 40
True

19.

A specific characteristic of traditional special assessments is that they are levied only
within a special assessment district comprised of land and premises especially benefited
by the public improvement being financed. Page 40
True

20.

Statutes which authorize special assessments specify a maximum rate that may be
imposed and the duration of the levy. Page 42
False – Statutes pertaining to special assessments have granted an unlimited and openended revenue-raising authority to units of local government.

21.

Property that is exempt from property tax is also exempt from special assessments.
Page 40
False
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